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ML: What drew you to the medium (fabric and
dyes)?
VA: Taught by my mother and great aunt, it was
in the handling of fabrics, clothing and embroidery.
“Art’ was the only subject I was interested in at
school, (I didn’t know you could bring fabric and
art together as a subject to study until I got to art
school). I like the physical qualities of fabric/thread,
balanced with the study of drawing/painting/art
history.
ML: Are there any social, political and/or personal
aspects in the current exhibition that would
suggest something of a change of course for you?
VA: This work is a continuation of my student
experiences of living in an urban environment and
the day-to-day experiences/observations of the
streets of south London; it is about the condition
of forms, surfaces and general disintegration of
the urban infrastructure.
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Vicki Ames’s solo exhibition Traces is a search for
an alternative language, to reconnect broken links
and recuperate that, which is lost. In particular, it is
the visual language of architectural facades, their
ephemeral surface qualities and what they reveal
about history.

A CONVERSATION
Michael Levine, Emeritus Professor and
Vicki Ames December 2020.

ML: I was very pleased when Vicki asked me to
write an introduction for her current exhibition. I
had been waiting for years. Her work resonates
with me. It strikes a chord—several chords, and
I am appreciative of and connected to it. One
beautiful piece hangs in pride of place—moves
everywhere we move—and it is the work most
often asked about in a house full of art.
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Appreciation is one thing, insight and saying
something useful and informative, let alone
illuminating, is another. I needed to ask someone
about her work, someone who knows the
development of her practice; the techniques
involved; the work’s contexts, and the artist herself.
Who better to ask than Vicki Ames herself?

ML: What do you think makes the works beautiful?
VA: I am fascinated by the concept of wabi-sabi,
which implies that beauty is to be found within the
imperfections of life. I didn’t know the term when I
was a student, but it is a central feature of traditional
Japanese concepts of beauty with its origins in
Buddhism. Its aesthetic focuses on simplicity,
imperfection, the irregularity and “roughness” of
natural objects, aesthetic appreciation in wabi-sabi
takes the form of serenity coupled with melancholy
and longing.
I am attracted to the world around me through
observation, particularly architecture - showing
the ageing process, which has a history of its own.
To me the beauty is in the discolouration, textures,
flaws, cracks, scratches and frailty. My intention
is to base the work on my feelings/responses to
forms found in the built environment.

ML: What would you like those who view the
current exhibition to see or understand in the
current works?
VA: Hopefully the viewer will appreciate my
professionalism and technical prowess and even
a little humour? Specifically, it is the use of colour,
and how I make use of the traditions of shibori and
hand embroidery. I attended Goldsmiths College, a
radical and important art school and was taught
by the most important 20th century embroiderer,
Constance Howard. I would hope that both the
general public and other textile makers would
appreciate my level of expertise and understanding
of the medium.
ML: Describe the processes - I mean actually
sitting down and stitching.
VA: I love colour with dyeing and have made major
use of stitched shibori techniques, which is called
Nui. After planning and marking the composition
on the fabric, it is stitched, pulled up very tight
and dyed. After dyeing, the threads are unpicked
to reveal the stitch marks. Afterwards, I add handembroidery.

Vicki Ames has worked for twenty-six years in Western Australia, having trained as a textile artist with
a first class BA Honours, from Goldsmiths College (1976) and an MA in Design History, Middlesex
University (1989.) She has exhibited regularly across Australia, with recent solo shows at Bunbury
Regional Art Gallery (2019) and Contemporary Art Spaces Mandurah (2020). Her work is held in
collections including Goldsmiths College, NMTAFE and Wangaratta Art Gallery as well as various private
collections. Vicki has regularly visited Japan working with local artisans using Shibori techniques.

IMAGES
Cover: Vicki Ames, Brown Balustrade (detail), 2020, stitched Shibori and hand embroidery, 55 x 62 cm. Photograph by David Carson.
1. Vicki Ames, Garden Wall (detail), 2021, Shibori and hand embroidery, 45 x 162 cm. Photograph by David Carson.
2. Vicki Ames, Political Statement (detail), 2018, hand-painted and hand stitched fabric, 41 x 37 cm. Photograph by David Carson.
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Mundaring Arts Centre respectfully acknowledges the traditional owners and custodians of the land on which we operate, the Whadjuk
people, as well as other First Australians connected with this land. We pay our respects to Elders both past and present.

